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               —Things To Do 

                 in Winter

Snow Skiing

There are over 10 ski resorts around Beijing which 
are suitable for both beginners and advanced skiers. 
most of the the Beijing ski resorts offers snow related 
activties such as stimulative 
Motorcycle on snow land, snow flying disk, romantic 
sleigh drawn by dogs or houses, Ice garden, and 
Snow garden. Beijing Huaibei International Ski Resort 
is one of the best place for you to enjoy skiing

Address: No.548, Hefangkou Village, Huaibei Town, 
Huairou District, Beijing 101408

The Place(Shimao 
Tianjie)

It is a new behemoth, 
marked by a huge outdoor 
screen playing clips of 
random fashion shows, 
sees plenty of fashionista 
traffic.It is very romantic 
in Christmas.

Address:No. 9 Guanghua 
Road, Chaoyang District, 
Beijing 10020,China



Hot Spring Bathing

A nice soak in one of Beijing’s many hot springs is an 
excellent way to the perfect place to relax your body. 
Xiaotangshan has been famous for its hot springs for 
over 300 years. Local legend has it that the imperial 
family of the Qing Dynasty went there to relax.

Address: Xiaotangshan, Changping District, Beijing 
102206, China

Temple Fairs 

Temple fair is hold during the Spring Festival 
(Chinese New Year), and is definitely a good choice 
to experience the traditonal  Beijing custom and 
Chinese culture.
 
Like elsewhere in the world, temple fairs (Miao Hui)
originated and developed as groups of vendors did 
business near temples when many pilgrimes came 
to pay tribute to the gods during traditional festivals.

Ice Lanten Festival

At the beigining of each year, 
Beijing will hold its own ice and 
snow festival – The Longqing 
Gorge Lanten Festival. Ice-
and-snow sculptures  are 
displayed along 300 meters 
of the gorge. The evening 
colorful lighting adds to the 
fun of evening activities.

Address: Badaling Expressway 
(past the Badaling Great Wall 
exit), Yanqing district, Beijing

Summer Palace
Being the most well-
preserved royal park in China, 
it greatly influences Chinese 
horticulture with its famous 
natural views and cultural 
interests, which also has long 
since been recognized as ‘The 
Museum of Royal Gardens’.

Address: 19 Xin-jian-
gong-men Rd, Haidian 
District,Beijing 10084,China

Ice Skating in Houhai Bar Street

It’s a open-air ice skating rinks inside Houhai lake in 
Beijing. Houhai is known for its nightlife and popular 
with younger generations of locals.

Address: Houhai beiyan, Shichahai Lake, Xicheng 
District, Beijing, China


